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La Mesa health center is focus of inquiries 
TV show put spotlight on facility, now closed  
By Keith Darcé STAFF WRITER   
Published: April 24, 2010 
A La Mesa health center that offered unconventional treatments and promises of recovery for numerous 
incurable diseases is being investigated by the state attorney general and the California Medical Board, 
regulators said Friday.  
Operators of the Stowe Biotherapy Medical Oasis locked the center's doors this week and removed signs 
from their two buildings in the 8300 block of La Mesa Boulevard, days after the CBS television news 
program "60 Minutes" aired a scathing report about the facility and its director, Lawrence R. Stowe. 
In the episode, people challenged Stowe's claims that he can reverse and cure cancers, multiple sclerosis 
and other diseases that have no effective treatments in the standard medical world. Stowe promotes 
experimental therapies that use stem cells taken from umbilical-cord blood. 
"Yes, we are investigating Lawrence Stowe," said Candis Cohen, spokeswoman for the medical board, 
which looks into unlicensed medical activity. 
Dana Simas, spokeswoman for the state Attorney General's Office, also confirmed that her agency is 
reviewing Stowe's business. 
Both women said they couldn't give more details. 
On Sunday, "60 Minutes" reported that the U.S. Food and Drug Administration also is investigating 
Stowe, but a spokeswoman for the agency said she couldn't confirm or deny that the case exists. 
Stowe said Friday that FDA investigators had contacted him requesting a meeting. 
He vigorously defended himself, saying the CBS program left out hours of interview footage and ignored 
piles of evidence supporting his claims. 
"The foundation isn't providing false hope," said Stowe, 57, who lives in Fort Worth, Texas. "We're guiding 
you to the only hope you have." 
No stem cell therapies have been proved to effectively treat multiple sclerosis or amyotrophic lateral 
sclerosis (ALS, or Lou Gehrig's disease), said Larry Goldstein, a geneticist and director of the University 
of California San Diego's stem cell research program. 
Clinics offering such treatments, particularly those in other countries, should be viewed with skepticism 
because their research standards often fall short and government oversight often is lacking, he said. 
Facilities touting stem cell treatments have exploded in recent years as legitimate research efforts in the 
field have shown more promise and publicity of stem cell therapy has increased, Goldstein said. 
He serves on a task force of the International Society for Stem Cell Research that is preparing a report on 
the problem. 
People facing debilitating or life-threatening diseases are particularly drawn to experimental treatments, 
said Dr. Stephen Barrett, a retired psychiatrist who runs Quackwatch, a website that tracks suspicious 
medical claims. 
"You wonder what makes reasonably intelligent people suspend their judgment," Barrett said. "Often, it's 
a referral from people they trust." 
Stowe said the stem cell treatments, which can involve injections into the spinal canal, never occurred at 
the La Mesa center, which opened in 2008. 
"Those always took place in other places at clinics in Germany, China, Costa Rica and Mexico," Stowe 
said. "The only thing we do is tell you the best place to go." 
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Activities at the local center were limited to nutritional consultations and alternative treatments using 
sound, light and vibrations, Stowe said. 
The stem cell injections and other recommended treatments can cost more than $125,000, and they're 
not covered by insurance. 
For their report, the "60 Minutes" team planted a hidden camera in a Houston home and invited Stowe 
there to talk about potential treatments with a person diagnosed with ALS. 
"So, is there a permanent fix from the stem cells?" the patient asked Stowe. 
"Oh, yes. Yeah. You'll be able to …" Stowe replied. 
"Exercise again?" the patient said. 
"Exercise again. Oh, yeah," Stowe said. "We've gotten people out of wheelchairs." 
The patient asked if the treatment would cure him. 
"I believe that that is 100 percent possible because we've done it with other conditions," Stowe said. "I 
mean, we've done it with cancer, you know, which is just a different form of tissue destruction." 
Stowe ran the for-profit center in La Mesa through the Stowe Foundation in Fort Worth, a nonprofit group 
"dedicated to the study of the human immune system and the body's natural ability to heal itself from 
chronic disease," according to archived Web pages that are no longer directly available through the 
organization's Internet site. 
He is a chemical and biomolecular engineer who lists undergraduate, graduate and doctorate degrees in 
those fields on the foundation's website. Stowe uses the "Dr." title despite lacking a medical degree. 
A 2008 tax form for the foundation listed assets of $1.4 million and liabilities of $693,466. As the group's 
president, Stowe received $44,070 that year. 
On Friday, the La Mesa center — wedged between a hair salon and a corner bank — had reopened 
under the name SD Thermal Imaging. Stowe said he turned over the entire space to a chiropractor. 
"Our chances of ongoing business there are not going to be very good," Stowe said. 
Online: For video and a transcript of the "60 Minutes" report about Lawrence Stowe, go to 
uniontrib.com/stowe. 
For Stowe's response to the "60 Minutes" episode, go to thestowe foundation.org.  
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